Lexical Processes in the Recognition of Japanese Horizontal and Vertical Compounds

Horizontal vs. Vertical Readings
In a Google query as of March 9, 2016, the phrase "reading left to right" resulted in 98,800 document counts while the phrase "reading top to bottom" resulted in mere 8,090
counts. This is no surprise. Reading is generally considered to be done horizontally. In the field of vision research, however, differences between horizontal and vertical readings have been studied since the 19th century. In several experiments conducted by Huey (1898) , participants read English texts both silently and aloud in both horizontal and vertical alignments. A processing advantage was witnessed for horizontal reading. Half a century later, Tinker (1955) tested an effect of systematic practice in vertical reading. Although vertical reading was 50% slower than horizontal reading before the practice, this disadvantage was minimized to 21.8% after the practice. More recently, Yu, Park, Gerold, and Legge (2010) confirmed that, using alphabetic letter stimuli, vertical reading is slower than horizontal reading and that the processing cost arises due to a perceptual factor (i.e., a smaller visual-span size in vertical reading) rather than an experiential factor (i.e., oculomotor training).
While alphabetic languages are predominantly written horizontally, except in special contexts (e.g., road signs and book titles), Japanese texts are written both horizontally and vertically, depending on genres. While online texts and technical articles are written horizontally, novels ( Figure 1a ) and newspapers are written vertically. Moreover, Japanese readers grow up in an environment full of horizontal and vertical words (Figure 1b ). Because both horizontal and vertical alignments are ubiquitous in Japanese, this language provides a fair testing ground to investigate potential effects of reading directions. In past studies on the HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL COMPOUND RECOGNITION 4 effects of reading direction in Japanese, Osaka (1989) reported that saccade length was 5.8 characters on average in horizontal reading while Osaka and Oda (1991) reported that average saccade length in vertical reading was 5.5 characters. The authors concluded that these figures were comparable. Note, however, that there was no direct statistical comparison.
More recently, Igawa, Nakayama, Maeda, and Tabuchi (2006) compared horizontal and vertical text readings in Japanese, using eye-tracking. They reported that vertical reading elicited more fixations, slower saccade velocity, and higher subjective difficulty in reading.
Apparently, the accumulated knowledge indicates that horizontal reading is, albeit to varying degrees, always faster and less costly than vertical reading.
Morphological Processes
When readers perceive a compound word, such as blackboard consisting of the morphemes black and board, there are three possible ways to recognize it: the morphological parts are processed before the whole (sublexical view: e.g., Taft & Forster, 1975) , the whole is processed before the parts (supralexical view: e.g., Giraudo & Grainger, 2001) , or the two processes proceed in parallel (dual-route view: e.g., Baayen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 1997) . If one attempts to construct a language-general model of morphological processing, however, linguistic variations should be taken into account. In Japanese and Chinese, each orthographic symbol (hereafter character) represents a morpheme (e.g., 'gun') and is therefore considered to be a morphogram (Rogers, 2005) . Although morphemes are typically defined as minimal meaningful units, this is not a language-general definition because morphograms in these languages contain a semantic radical, which often represents a general meaning of the morphograms (e.g., 'rifle', 'bronze, and 'bell' all share the semantic radical 'steel' and belong to the same semantic category), as shown in Figure 1c . An issue is how these hierarchically structured morphological units contribute during recognition of HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL COMPOUND RECOGNITION 5 morphographic compound words (e.g., 'hunting rifle'). Although evidence has been accumulated that all of these morphological components contribute to compound recognition (Miwa, Libben, Dijkstra, & Baayen, 2014; Taft, Zhu, & Peng, 1999) , the order of morphological processing is still under debate. Taft et al. (1999) proposed that compound recognition starts from radicals while Miwa et al. (2014) proposed that character units lead the recognition process.
In morphological research, cross-language orthographic variations have four important consequences for processing. First, because characters represent a morpheme, rather than a phoneme, morphographic compounds are typically shorter in length than alphabetic compounds, making supralexical processing more likely. Second, a morphological boundary becomes perceptually obvious in Japanese, which may motivate bottom-up processing from morphemes. Third, compounds with the same number of morphemes always fit into the same rectangle space, which makes sequential left-to-right processing less obligatory (i.e., the head morpheme can be identified without sequential scanning). Fourth, because all morphograms contain a smaller meaningful unit, morphemes may or may not be the minimal meaningful processing unit (Miwa et al., 2014; Taft et al., 1999 respectively) .
Orthography is therefore not a negligible factor if one attempts to understand language-general morphological processing.
< Insert Figure 1 around here >
The Present Research
Up until now, studies on horizontal vs. vertical reading and on lexical processes have developed as distinct streams of research. In this study, as shown in Figure 1 (c), we linked these issues and investigated how different the two reading directions are and whether the HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL COMPOUND RECOGNITION 6 two reading directions affect lexical processes differentially. If we assume that lexical effects (e.g., compound frequency effects) reflect language-general central processes, the effects should be observed regardless of task variations. The present eye-tracking lexical decision study with Japanese bimorphemic compound words examined the following issues.
First, we studied the longstanding issue in vision research: whether there is an overall processing cost for one alignment over the other. This was investigated with Japanese two-character kanji words. Among the three orthographic scripts used in Japanese (i.e., kanji, hiragana, katakana), kanji is used to represent lexical categories and tend to receive more eye fixations (Kajii, Nazir, & Osaka, 2001) . Furthermore, in the BCCWJ word list (National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics, 2013), we found that 60% of the kanji words consist of two-characters.
Use of Japanese isolated words for testing reading direction effects is new and effective (for use of isolated words in English, see Yu et al., 2010) . Given the prevalence of online texts, which are almost always presented horizontally, we expect some processing cost for vertical reading even in a context of isolated word lexical decision. If the processing cost in vertical reading is perceptual in nature (Yu et al., 2010) , a main effect of reading direction should be observed at the earliest fixation. This method is also important for the purpose of understanding word recognition in general and eye movements in a lexical decision task in particular; only response times have received researchers' attention for this most popular psycholinguistic task (Libben & Jarema, 2002) , although there are usually multiple eye fixations when words are perceived in isolation (Hyönä, Laine, & Niemi, 1995; Kuperman, Schreuder, Bertram, & Baayen, 2009; Miwa et al., 2014) .
Second, we studied whether reading directions modulate lexical processes. Depending on the assumption of attentional units, vertical reading may or may not be different from horizontal reading. If attention is directed to small orthographic units, reading direction has a HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL COMPOUND RECOGNITION 7 drastic consequence on lexical processes, because their relative order changes. Inhoff, Pollatsek, Posner, and Rayner (1989) suggested that, in English, attention does not shift on a letter-by-letter basis. For Japanese word reading, Miwa et al.'s (2014) character-driven model similarly predicts that attention does not shift on a radical-by-radical basis. They studied eye fixation durations recorded during lexical decision experiments for horizontally presented Japanese compounds and proposed that morphological processing in Japanese is initially guided by characters, rather than radicals or the whole word unit.
However, it is not yet guaranteed that character-driven processing is the rule invariant across all task conditions. Vertical reading may motivate more analytic processing if readers have more experiential or perceptual constraints in this alignment. Bertram and Hyönä's (2003) visual acuity hypothesis holds that longer words are more likely to be processed from parts. Given the visual acuity constraint in vertical reading (Yu et al., 2010) , it is possible that morphological components (i.e., radical and characters) contribute more to lexical processing in a vertical alignment. The lateralized word recognition model of Lavidor, Babkoff, and Faust (2001) , which claims that words presented in a non-standard visual format are not processed holistically in the left hemisphere, also supports this prediction, because vertical reading is familiarity-wise less standard than horizontal reading even in Japanese.
Alternatively, vertical reading might motivate holistic processing if vertically presented words are perceived in a qualitatively different manner due to a lack of horizontal eye movements. Furthermore, if expertise in morphographic word recognition is marked by left-side bias, as proposed by Hsiao and Cottrell (2009) , vertical alignment may facilitate yet another kind of holistic processing, because a left-side-bias motivates attention to a bit of information from the first and second characters simultaneously (e.g., 'animal' and 'steel' in the example shown in Figure 1 ). Such qualitative differences between the two alignments were already speculated to exist by Huey (1898) : "it is probable that the subject HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL COMPOUND RECOGNITION 8 may have a greatest possible speed by one method and a greatest normal speed or speed of comfortable and intelligent reading by quite another" (p. 579).
Using Eye-Tracking to Study Morphological Processing
In this study, we investigated this horizontal vs. vertical issue from a psycholinguistic perspective in an experiment combining lexical decision and eye-tracking.
Because participants often make multiple fixations in an isolated word recognition task, this technique allows us to tap into the time course of word recognition (Hyöna et al., 1995; Kuperman et al., 2009; Miwa et al., 2014) . The following sections describe the lexical predictors considered in this study, and our predictions regarding their contribution. WholeWordFrequency is a log-transformed compound frequency count collected from the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese (BCCWJ, Maekawa et al., 2014) .
Variables Considered in This Study
Because this balanced corpus includes lexical statistics in 11 different genres (e.g., blogs, newspapers, and novels), WholeWordFrequency is relatively reading-direction-independent.
Previous eye-tracking lexical decision studies (Kuperman et al., 2009; Miwa et al., 2014) reported a small yet significant whole word frequency effect already at the first fixation, not to mention its greater contribution at a later fixation. However, it is not clear whether the effect is perceptual or lexical in nature. If the word frequency effect is largely due to perceptual familiarity, the effect may be modulated by reading directions, with a larger magnitude of the effect for vertical reading. This logic is based on previous reports that the word frequency effect is larger for non-native speakers than for native speakers (Gollan, Montoya, Cera, & Sandoval, 2008) .
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To gauge lexical activation at the character and radical levels, character token frequencies (First/SecondCharacterFrequency) were obtained from the BCCWJ corpus, and radical type frequencies (First/SecondCharacterRadicalCombinability), indicating how many characters share a given radical, were obtained from Tamaoka and Makioka's (2004) lexical database. Morphographic word recognition speed is known to be co-determined by character frequency (Miwa et al., 2014; Tamaoka & Hatsuzuka, 1998) and radical combinability (Feldman & Siok, 1997; Miwa, Libben, & Baayen, 2012; Taft & Zhu, 1997) .
Visual complexity of words was also taken into consideration by means of character stroke counts (e.g., 'year' is written with 6 strokes). It has been reported that visual complexity gauged by stroke counts co-determines word recognition processes (Tamaoka & Kiyama, 2013; Tamaoka & Takahashi, 1999) . We considered stroke counts for the left and right characters separately (First/SecondCharacterStrokes), because visual complexities of individual characters are known to contribute in an asymmetrical manner, depending on the location of the eye. Miwa et al. (2014) reported that, although stroke count effects are inhibitory in a fixated region, they are facilitatory in a to-be-fixated region.
A question yet to be clarified is whether the same decoding mechanism operates also in vertical reading.
< Insert Table 1 around here >
A Vertical Lexical Decision with Eye-Tracking Experiment
We conducted a lexical decision experiment in which Japanese compound words were presented vertically. The obtained data were then combined with those obtained in a horizontal reading experiment of Miwa et al. (2014) . The two levels of Horizontal and Vertical of the factor ReadingDirection denoted the former and the latter data sets respectively.
Method
Participants. Twenty native Japanese readers (16 females, median age = 22 years old, interquartile range = 3.75) participated at the University of Alberta, Canada. At the time of the experiment, the majority of the participants had stayed in Canada for less than half a year (median = 4.5 months, IQR = 14 months). For the one-month period preceding the experiment, only a few participants had been exposed to vertical texts more than horizontal texts (median = 10% of the time, IQR = 22.5%). These statistics provides an idea about how prevalent horizontal and vertical texts are, although it is difficult to estimate how often texts are presented in each direction, because reading direction is largely genre-dependent.
In the analyses that follow, the data from the above 20 participants, who read vertically presented words, were compared to those of the 21 participants tested in Miwa et al. (2014) , who read horizontally presented words. There was no significant difference between the two groups of participants in terms of their age and length of stay in Canada. To further safeguard against potential effects of individual differences on lexical processes, the log-transformed participants' length of stay in Canada (LengthOfStayCanada) was included in the regression analyses. Because LengthOfStayCanada correlated with log-transformed age of the participants (r = .59, p < .0001), only the former was considered as a measure of individual differences. Idiosyncratic individual variations were accounted for by means of random-intercepts for participants and by-participant random slopes in mixed-effects models.
Materials.
The 200 Japanese test words from Experiment 2 of the Miwa et al. (2014) study were used. These are two-character words sampled pseudo-randomly from a large lexical database of Amano and Kondo (2003) so that the words covered the entire frequency range (see Miwa et al., 2014 , for more details on the stimulus selection procedure). This sampling procedure minimized researchers' degree of freedom and avoided unnatural sample distributions (see Forster, 2000 , for experimenter bias associated with construction of items).
As nonword stimuli, the 200 nonwords of Miwa et al. (2014) were used here as well. These were created by changing either the left or right character of an existing word to a non-character. This was done by replacing a sub-character component with another existing component.
Apparatus. The lexical decision experiment was designed and controlled by
Experiment Builder (SR Research). During the experiment, movements of participants' right eye were recorded by an Eyelink II head-mounted eye-tracker (SR Research) with a sampling rate of 250 Hz in the pupil-only mode.
Procedure. In each trial, participants were asked to make a two-choice decision regarding whether a presented word was an existing Japanese word or a nonword, by pressing an appropriate button on a Microsoft Sidewinder game pad. A fixation point was always presented first at the location corresponding to the centre of the first character. It also served as a drift correction point, i.e., a target word was not presented until participants fixated on the fixation point. Words were presented in 40-size white font on a black background; the visual angle for each character was approximately 1.64º. This procedure was identical to that in Experiment 2 of Miwa et al. (2014) study, except that words were presented vertically, as shown in Figure 1 (c).
Results and Discussion
Similarities and differences between horizontal and vertical readings. Throughout Response time and eye movement measures were transformed based on visual inspection of Q-Q normality plots and a Box-Cox transformation with the MASS package (Box & Cox, 1964; Venables & Ripley, 2002 ). An inverse transformation was applied to RTs (-1000/RT); an inverse square-root transformation was applied to first fixation durations (-100/√first fixation duration); a square-root transformation was applied to second fixations (√second fixation duration). The plotting was done for correctly responded trials after data trimming (see below for data trimming procedures).
Horizontal and vertical readings can be studied in terms of similarities and differences. mixed-effects analyses (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) were performed using the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2011) and the languageR package (Baayen, 2008 (Baayen, , 2011 with p-values computed with Satterthwaite approximations to degrees of freedom with the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2015) . Because there is an on-going debate with respect to its appropriate setting (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013; Matuschek, Kliegl, Vasishth, Baayen, & Bates, 2015) , the random-effects structures of the models were set only as complex as was justified by a likelihood ratio test using a forward-fitting procedure. The 4,000 data points obtained in this study were combined with the 4,200 data points obtained in Miwa et al., (2014) . RTs shorter than 300 ms and longer than 3000 ms were excluded (2 data points). After excluding items that elicited a high error rate (> .40) and incorrect responses, 191 words were kept for analyses (7,139 data points). Although response speed has been a major dependent variable in word recognition research, it captures only the end product of processing. A particular lexical effect might appear and disappear before a response is executed, and the direction of its effect could change from inhibition to facilitation as well. For these reasons, the absence of effects for particular variables in the response time analysis does not imply that these variables are negligible. In order to tap into the time-course lexical processes themselves, the eye movement data were analyzed next.
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL COMPOUND RECOGNITION 16 < Insert Table 2 and Figure 3 around here > First fixation duration analyses. Overall, the experiment was performed mostly with two fixations on an item (64% and 58% for horizontal and vertical readings respectively). Single fixations and three or more fixations were relatively rare (15.2% for one fixation, 19.1% for three fixations, 3.3% for four fixations, and 0.7% for five fixations). In order to dissect response times to early and late time frames, only correct trials with exactly two fixations were analyzed (5,023 data points). We excluded trials with one fixation, because in these trials the response times are equal to the first fixation durations. In the trials with exactly two fixations, the first fixation durations are perhaps not contaminated by response execution process. The trials excluded in the RT analysis and those with a first fixation duration shorter than 100 ms were excluded here as well.
In the final model of inverse square-root transformed first fixation durations (4,289 data points), the random-effect structure comprises an intercept for subjects (SD = 0.23) and items (SD = 0.19) and by-subject random slopes for Trial (SD = 0.05), The fixed-effects are listed in Table 3 . There was a main effect of ReadingDirection, indicating that advantage of horizontal reading over vertical reading appeared early.
ReadingDirection also modulated Trial (Figure 3b ). This indicates that Japanese speakers in this study benefitted from intensive exposure to vertically aligned words, like the English speakers tested by Tinker (1955) . Perhaps because participants had less exposure to vertical reading than horizontal reading in their daily life, the former had more room for performance improvement.
The lexical effects at the first fixation were more or less comparable to the early lexical effects reported in Experiment 2 of the Miwa et al. (2014) study, indicating that, at least with respect to first fixation durations, lexical processing is not affected by changing reading direction. Regardless of reading direction, there was an early effect of WholeWordFrequency before the eye scanned the entire word (recall that these are trials with two fixations), and character frequency contributed more than radical frequency, with only the former showing a standard facilitatory frequency effect. The asymmetrical contributions of stroke counts imply a foveal feature decoding cost and a parafoveal magnetic attraction (Hyönä & Bertram, 2004) , regardless of reading direction. Table 3 around here > Second fixation duration analyses. For the analysis of second fixation durations, the trials excluded in the RT analysis and those with a second fixation duration longer than 800 ms were excluded. In the final model for square-root-transformed second fixations (4,385 data points), the random-effect structure of this model comprises intercepts for subjects (SD = 1.16) and items (SD = 0.77). By-subject random slopes for Trial (SD = 0.28), PreviousRT (SD = 0.79), and PreviousFixationDuration (SD = 0.96) were also included. The standard deviation of the residual error was 2.37, and the R-squared calculated for the correlation between the fitted and observed values was .54.
< Insert
The fixed-effects are summarized in Table 4 . The main effect of ReadingDirection was not significant when it was a sole predictor but significant when the covariates were to the second character. In this later time frame, WholeWordFrequency facilitates processing with the largest magnitude of effect among all the lexical predictors.
< Insert Table 4 around here > Fixation count analysis. Fixation counts ranged from 1 to 10 fixations (15.2% for 1 fixation, 61.3% for two fixations, 19.1% for three fixations, 3.3% for four fixations, 0.7% for five fixations, and 0.3% for six fixations). For the analysis, trials that were excluded in the RT analysis and those with more than 5 fixations were excluded (13.8% of the data), and 7,068 data points remained.
A generalized linear mixed-effects model with a Poisson distribution was fitted to fixation counts. A final model consisted of the random-effects of participants (SD = 0.07) and fixed-effects summarized in Table 5 . The R-squared calculated for the correlation between the fitted and observed values was 0.20. It is within our expectation that highly frequent words and later trials elicited fewer fixations. It is, however, contrary to our expectation that horizontal reading elicited more fixations than vertical reading. Because participants tested in the vertical reading task were exposed to horizontal reading 81% of the time and vertical reading 19% of the time on the average, horizontal reading was expected to elicit fewer (Steinman, Haddad, Skavenski, & Wyman, 1973 , but see also Martinez-Conde, Otero-Millan, & Macknik, 2014 , for a more recently proposed threshold of 1 degree and a review of microsaccade research). After the above trimming procedure, 5,896 data points were kept for analyses. Under the general assumption that there is no information uptake during saccades, which are fast and ballistic (i.e., the destination is pre-determined before a saccade is launched), saccade velocity is expected to reflect relatively early processes that were completed before the end of first fixations.
The random-effect structure of the final model comprises intercepts for participants (SD = 7.04) and items (SD = 2.01), and by-subject random slopes for Trial (SD = 1.34),
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FirstCharacterFrequency (SD = 0.85), FirstCharacterStrokes (SD = 0.28), and SecondCharacterStrokes (SD = 0.19). By-item random contrasts for ReadingDirection was also included (SD = 2.62). The standard deviation of the residual error was 9.90, and the R-squared calculated for the correlation between the fitted and observed values was .33.
The fixed effects are summarized in Table 6 . Although saccade velocity was slower in the vertical reading than the horizontal reading, as reported by Igawa et al. (2006) , the main effect of ReadingDirection was not significant. However, its interaction with
WholeWordFrequency deserves attention (Figure 3 , Panel e), because WholeWordFrequency is a marker of holistic processing. Apparently, saccades were slower for high frequency compounds recognized in horizontal reading. Although the interpretation of this interaction is not straightforward, the effect of the second character complexity (Panel i) can perhaps be interpreted together. If an upcoming difficulty of processing in a parafoveal region affects foveal processing like a magnet, as suggested by Hyönä and Bertram (2004) , a faster saccade velocity for low frequency words with a complex second character would not be unexpected.
Saccades were faster also for words with higher FirstCharacterFrequency and
SecondCharacterRadicalCombinability.
< Insert Table 6 around here >
General Discussion
Vertical vs. Horizontal Readings
The present study compared lexical decision performance with Japanese compounds in horizontal and vertical alignments. It was found that, in line with past studies, vertically presented words were read more slowly than horizontally presented words even in the context of an isolated word recognition task. This was largely because first fixations were notably Interestingly, although eye fixation durations showed a processing advantage for horizontally presented words, fixation counts showed a processing advantage for vertically presented words: Vertical reading elicited a significantly smaller number of fixations. Because more careful processing in the vertical direction reduces the number of fixations, horizontal and vertical readings are considered to differ qualitatively with respect to some underlying psycholinguistic processes. Possibly, this was instigated by a greater motivation in the reader to avoid bottom-up regressive saccades in vertical reading. This interpretation is partially supported by the fact that right-to-left decoding is fully functional (e.g., in Arabic and Hebrew), while bottom-to-top decoding is not encouraged in any existing writing systems.
Such variations, however, may be due to historical reasons, anatomical constraints of the eye, or consideration of cognitive efficiency. We leave the empirical comparison of bottom-to-top and right-to-left saccades to future research.
Note that this vertical reading advantage in fixation counts is not in line with the larger fixation counts for vertical reading reported by Igawa et al. (2006) . A possible source of this discrepancy lies in the task demands required in the two experiments (i.e., lexical decision in this study and text reading in Igawa et al., 2006) . If readers are required to read as fast as possible, the number of bottom-up saccades might be reduced even in text reading.
Reading Directions and Compound Processing
The present study was the first to test whether different text alignments modulate lexical effects. This is important for psycholinguistic research, because models of Japanese HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL COMPOUND RECOGNITION 22 word recognition must be formulated in such a way that they can account for different text alignments.
First of all, functional overlaps between horizontal and vertical readings deserve attention, because lexical effects observed to be similar across different reading directions are considered to be psycholinguistic in nature. Although an early whole word frequency effect was also reported in the previous lexical decision with eye-tracking studies (Kuperman et al., 2009; Miwa et al., 2014) , the present study adds to this finding by demonstrating that the compound frequency effect was not modulated by reading direction in either response time and eye fixation analyses. This result shows that an effect of whole word frequency is, rather than perceptual, largely lexical in nature. Furthermore, in both horizontal and vertical readings, at least in a foveal region, characters, instead of compounds and radicals, were the primary processing units, as proposed by Miwa et al. (2014) . This indicates that, with respect to the level of morphological processing, no drastic change (e.g., one route for horizontal reading and another route for vertical reading) is necessary to account for a general pattern of compound processing.
Importantly, however, some lexical effects were modulated by reading direction, indicating that reading direction has consequences for cognitive processes. Bertram and Hyönä's (2003) visual acuity hypothesis holds that morphological constituents are activated more during the processing of long words due to a limitation in visual acuity. Because visual acuity in a vertical direction is more limited than in a horizontal direction (Yu et al., 2010) , it is likely that vertical reading elicits a stronger constituent frequency effect. The first morpheme was indeed processed differently in the two reading directions, as gauged by the however, not the case. This FirstCharacterFrequency by ReadingDirection interaction was observed in RT and second fixation duration analyses, indicating that it is a late effect. One interpretation is that, just as a modifier constituent is initially analyzed as a head in sentential reading (Staub, Rayner, Pollatsek, & Hyönä, 2007) , the first character of a word was not recognized as a modifier, or less so, in vertical reading, leading to semantic competition in a late time frame. Importantly, it can be concluded that reading direction has a lasting consequence on the cognitive operations performed later in processing.
Lavidor et al.'s (2001) lateralized word recognition model holds that only words
presented in a standard visual format are processed holistically. If the definition of standard visual format is extended to a horizontal alignment, whole compound frequency effects should be modulated by reading direction, most likely during an early time frame. In our study, this was not the case in response time, eye fixation duration, and fixation count analyses. However, in the average saccade velocity analysis, a whole word frequency effect was indeed modulated by reading direction. Therefore, a possibility remains, in line with Lavidor et al.'s (2001) view, that certain holistic perceptual or cognitive processes were modulated by reading direction. Hsiao and Cottrell (2009) proposed that expert processing is marked by a leftist bias.
If the expert-specific left-side bias arises also in reading vertically presented compound words, the left halves of the first and the second character may receive simultaneous attention, triggering more holistic processing in vertical reading. The present results show, however, no sign of greater holistic processing for vertical reading.
Limitations of the Study and Future Directions
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Possibilities for future study become clear when we consider the methodological aspects of the present study with respect to statistical analysis and the experimental paradigm.
Multivariate statistical analyses. As Simmons et al. (2011) suggested, reporting a result with and without covariates should be encouraged, because the two results may not be identical. Indeed, in the second fixation analysis of this study, ReadingDirection was significant only when covariates were included in the model while the ReadingDirection effect observed at the first fixation was always significant with and without covariates. This is not surprising, because non-linguistic effects usually account for a large amount of variance in psycholinguistic experiments (Baayen, 2008) . In the response time analysis, for example, when we compared our final model and a model without item-related parameters, the latter linguistically uninformative model could explain as much as 66% of the variance explained by our final model.
With respect to predictors in the mixed-effects models, given the size of the materials, we kept track of effects of only 13 predictors. It is obvious that many other
potentially influential predictors can be tested (e.g., familiarity, imageability, neighbourdhood size, semantic transparency, a number of homophones, age of acquisition, vocabulary size).
However, consideration of many variables comes with interpretational and analytical challenges associated with multicollinearity (e.g., see Wurm & Fisicaro, 2014 , for arguments against the practice of residualizing). Because we limited the number of variables to consider, there was no need for decorrelation in this study.
Between-participants vs. Within-participants designs. In this study,
ReadingDirection was tested as a between-participants factor, instead of a within-participants factor. There are pros and cons for both approaches. The former design is susceptible to individual differences, but the latter design, as used in Igawa et al. (2006) , has limitations as well. When participants are exposed to the two reading directions in a single experiment, the difference between the two conditions become highlighted, which may consequently inform participants of the aim of the study. In this study, across two task conditions, participants were comparable with respect to their age and length of stay in Canada, and idiosyncratic individual differences were minimally accounted for by testing random-intercepts and random-slopes in the mixed-effects models.
Lexical decision with eye-tracking paradigm. In the present study, overall, we obtained consistency between eye-tracking and response time analyses, which successfully allowed us to infer the locus of particular effects. For example, the compound frequency effect observed in the RT analysis is largely a late effect, while the locus of the first character stroke effect is early. Although such consistency provides partial support to the mental chronometry of Donders (1969 Donders ( /1868 , it should be noted that end-point responses do not necessarily reflect all cognitive processes. The second character stroke counts, for example, co-determined first and second fixation durations but did not affect RTs. The fact that the contribution of a particular lexical variable is not reflected in a particular dependent measure does not imply that the variable has no contribution. We therefore recommend the recording of multiple measurements.
Conclusion
The present study tested the Japanese language and its script, in which readings in both horizontal and vertical alignments are ecologically valid. The main take home messages are that vertical reading is slower than horizontal reading even in the context of isolated word recognition and that the observed cost was primarily generated during an early time frame, as reflected in the longer first fixation durations in vertical reading than horizontal reading. It is notable, however, that vertical reading also showed a processing advantage: There were fewer fixations in vertical reading than in horizontal reading.
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The two alignments did not overly change the pattern of morphological processing at a foveal region; the contributions of character units were higher than those of compound and radical units in an earliest processing stage regardless of reading directions. However, the horizontal advantage (or vertical disadvantage) was greater for words with a high frequency first morpheme, particularly during a late time frame. One interpretation is that it was more difficult to process the first morpheme as a modifier in vertical reading and that the non-modifier (i.e., head) interpretation had an inhibiting consequence for lexicality judgment.
The trade-off between fixation durations and fixation counts, as well as reading directions' modulation of first character frequency and compound frequency effects, provide support for the 118-year-old prediction of Huey (1898): It is not a matter of one alignment being superior to the other, but the two types of readings have some slight yet significant qualitative differences. To fully account for reading across different scripts and reading directions, models of Japanese word recognition should consider which underlying mechanisms, central or peripheral, are responsible for these differences. Note. The partial effects related to reading directions are bolded. Note. The partial effects related to reading directions are bolded. Note. The partial effects related to reading directions are bolded. Note. The partial effects related to reading directions are bolded. Note. The partial effects related to reading directions are bolded. 
